Organizational Structure of the UDEF and the Pro Breaking Tour
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UDEF is a tax-exempt public charity under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. UDEF has a volunteer
board comprised of professional breakers, event organizers and others from the breaking community, as well as
executives from the business world and lawyers with domain expertise in various areas, including corporate law,
intellectual property matters, and labor law. As set forth in UDEF’s bylaws, the ‘Corporate Members’ of UDEF are
individuals on UDEF’s board entitled to vote for the election of the board and other matters requiring action by
such members pursuant to the Pennsylvania Nonprofit Corporation Law of 1988, as amended. UDEF operates as
the membership organization for the competitors on the Pro Breaking Tour and as the sanctioning body for the
Tour’s competitions, setting event competition standards, judging criteria, and other criteria to ensure uniform
standards for all Pro Breaking Tour events, whether large or small. Classification with UDEF as a Tour Supporter or
Tour Competitor does not constitute Corporate Membership and does not include voting rights, inspection rights
or other governance rights.

The Pro Breaking Tour is managed through a wholly-owned subsidiary of UDEF named The Professional Breaking
Tour, LLC (“PBT”). PBT is structured as a taxable entity. In managing the Tour, PBT coordinates with a large network
of independent event organizers based in several cities, whose events comprise the Tour. These events are funded
and operated by the local event organizers, principally through local sponsorship receipts, event ticket sales for
spectators, entry fees for competitors, plus concession fees and merchandising income. In addition, in certain cases
PBT sells Tour-wide sponsorships, and pays fees to the local promoters to obtain the sponsorship categories it seeks
for the Tour at large, which helps promoters cover a portion of their events costs. PBT’s funding support for Tour
events is typically directed to prize money for breakers, plus some added funding to help promoters with venue
costs and other costs, including special event insurance. The Pro Breaking Tour is comprised of four tiers of events:
Champions Series (the top tier events), Challenger Series (2nd tier), Futures Series (3rd tier) and Satellite Series (4th
tier).

